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Abstract—User authentication is an important security mecha-
nism that allows mobile users to be granted access to roaming
service offered by the foreign agent with assistance of the home
agent in mobile networks. While security-related issues have been
well studied, how to preserve user privacy in this type of protocols
still remains an open problem. In this paper, we revisit the privacy-
preserving two-factor authentication scheme presented by Li et al.
at WCNC 2013. We show that, despite being armed with a formal
security proof, this scheme actually cannot achieve user anonymity
and is insecure against offline password guessing attacks, and thus,
it is not recommended for practical applications. Then, we figure
out how to fix these identified drawbacks, and suggest an enhanced
scheme with better security and reasonable efficiency. Further,
we conjecture that under the non-tamper-resistant assumption of
the smart cards, only symmetric-key techniques are intrinsically
insufficient to attain user anonymity.

keywords–Mobile networks; Roaming service; Password authen-
tication; Smart card; User anonymity.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of wireless communications
technologies, such as AMPS, GSM, GPRS, 3G and 4G, over the
last couple of decades, it is becoming more and more convenient
for users to enjoy desired resources from distributed service
providers by using mobile devices (e.g., PDAs, PMPs, Smart
phones and Laptops) at any time and anywhere [1], [2]. Due to its
dynamic topology and broadcast communication nature, wireless
networks are much more difficult to achieve the same level
of security with that of wired networks. To further complicate
matters, new concerns such as user privacy and seamless access
arise at an ever increasing pace.

In mobile networks, to provide privacy-preserving and secure
roaming service for a mobile user between her home network
and a foreign network (see Fig.1), smart-card-based password
authentication [3], [4], or the so-called two-factor authentication
[5], has gained considerable interest because of its simplicity,
portability and cryptographic capacity. In such authentication
schemes, each mobile user MU is equipped with a smart card
(e.g., SIM card) and a low-entropy password (e.g., a four or six
digit PIN). Whenever MU roams to a foreign network managed
by a foreign agent FA, she performs two-factor authentication
with FA before being granted network access, with the help of
her home agent HA in her home network. Only the user who
can present the smart card and the corresponding password can
pass the verification of FA and HA. Upon a successful run of
the scheme, MN and FA establish a session key that might be
used to protect their ensuing data communications.

In 2004, Zhu and Ma [6] proposed the first two-factor
authentication scheme for roaming service that is claimed to
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Fig. 1. Privacy-reserving user authentication for roaming service

preserve user anonymity with respect to the adversaries as
well as the (curious) foreign server. Before we proceed, it
is worth noting that in the context of user authentication,
the notion of user anonymity mainly has two properties [3],
[7]: 1) a basic property, i.e. user identity-protection, which
guarantees that an attacker cannot determine the target user’s
identity from the protocol transcripts; and 2) an advanced
property, i.e. user un-traceability, which ensures that an attacker
can neither figure out who the user is nor discern whether
two sessions are generated by the same user. Obviously, a
scheme that only achieves the basic anonymity property, i.e. user
identity-protection, cannot prevent the attacker from tracing user
activities. This is especially undesirable for mobile networks,
and hence Zhu-Ma’s scheme as well as all the other schemes
mentioned in this paper strive to achieve user un-traceability. 1

Shortly after Zhu-Ma’s scheme was presented, Lee et al.
[8] showed that it fails to support perfect backward secrecy
and mutual authentication, and proposed an enhanced version.
Unfortunately, in 2008 Wu [9] demonstrated that both the
schemes of Zhu-Ma and Lee et al. actually cannot provide user
anonymity, and he further suggested a simple fix. Later, Zeng et
al. [10] revealed that, due to a structural mistake made in Zhu-
Ma’s scheme, this scheme [6] and its two successors [8], [9]
are unlikely to attain user anonymity. In 2009, Chang et al. [11]
reported that Lee et al.’s enhanced protocol still suffers from the
impersonation attack and proposed yet another improved version
so as to overcome the identified deficiencies.

In 2011, Zhou and Xu [12] pointed out that previous schemes
(e.g., [6], [8], [9], [11]) all fail to preserve user anonymity and
suffer from various other defects. Accordingly, they presented

1Hereafter, unless otherwise specified, by “user anonymity” we will always
mean “user un-traceability”.
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a new scheme which is claimed to be immune to all known
attacks. In the meantime, Xu et al. [13] also put forward a
scheme to meet the stringent security and privacy requirements
of user authentication for roaming service.

Unlike prior schemes (e.g., [6], [8], [9], [11]) that only employ
lightweight symmetric-key primitives to provide user anonymity,
the schemes in [12], [13] need to perform two or three modular
exponentiations on the mobile user side. As such asymmetric-
key operations are comparatively expensive, it is undesirable for
mobile networks where users usually hold low-power devices.
Consequently, at WCNC 2013, Li et al. [14] stepped back to
the old direction and endeavored to only employ symmetric-key
techniques to design a secure and privacy-preserving two-factor
scheme for roaming service.

Contributions. In this paper, however, we demonstrate that
although Li et al.’s scheme [14] is efficient and has been
equipped with a formal proof, it fails to meet its essential goal
– user anonymity. Besides, it is not a truly two-factor scheme
either, for it is vulnerable to an offline password guessing attack
in which an attacker can obtain the password factor once the
smart-card factor is compromised. Now a paradox arises: How
can a protocol that was formally proven secure later be found
insecure? We provide an answer to this question by showing
that its security proof is flawed. Furthermore, an effective fix
is suggested to tackle the identified problems, making up the
missing security and privacy provisions while still maintaining
acceptable efficiency.

Organization. The paper is organized as follows: in Section II,
we review Li et al.’s scheme. Section III describes the weak-
nesses of Li et al.’s scheme. Our improved scheme is presented
and evaluated in Section IV and Section V, respectively. Section
VI concludes the paper and points out future directions.

II. REVIEW OF LI et al.’S SCHEME

For a self-contained discussion, in this section we briefly
review Li et al.’s scheme [14]. For ease of presentation, we
employ some intuitive notations as listed in Table 1.

A. Registration phase

In this phase, whenever a mobile user MU enrolls in her home
agent HA, the following steps are performed:

(1) MU chooses her identity IDMU , password PWMU .
(2) MU ⇒ HA : {IDMU , PWMU}.
(3) HA initializes Cnew and Cold to 0 and sets tlast to the

current timestamp. Then HA stores {Cnew , Cold, IDMU ,
tlast} and {IDHA, x} separately.

(4) HA ⇒ MU : {h(x), IDHA}.
(5) MU sets C = 0, computes u = h(IDMU ∥ IDHA)⊕

PWMU and stores {C, IDMU , IDHA, u, h(x)} in the
smart card.

B. Login phase

When MU roams into a foreign network managed by a
foreign agent FA, she authenticates herself to FA to show that
she is a legitimate subscriber of her home agent HA. This phase
involves the following steps:

(1) MU inserts her smart card into a card reader and inputs
her password PWMU .

(2) The smart card computes D = u ⊕ PWMU and checks
whether D ?

= h(IDMU ∥ IDHA). If the equality does not
hold, it rejects the login request.

(3) The smart card generates a random number x0, reads
current timestamp tMU , and computes SID = h(x)⊕
h(IDMU ∥ x0) and V1 = h(SID ∥ C ∥ h(x) ∥ tMU ).

(4) MU → FA : m1 = {SID, V1, C, IDHA, x0, tMU}.

C. Mutual authentication phase

(1) Upon receiving the login request m1, FA generates a
random number y0, computes Hmac = h(y0 ∥ IDFA ∥
KFH ∥ V1), where KFH is a pre-shared symmetric key
between FA and HA.

(2) FA → HA : m2 = {m1, y0,Hmac, IDFA}.
(3) Upon receiving m2, HA performs the following steps:

a) HA retrieves KFH according to IDFA and checks
Hmac

?
= h(y0 ∥ IDFA ∥ KFH ∥ V1). If they are not

equal, HA terminates.
b) HA checks whether V1

?
= h(SID ∥ C ∥ h(x) ∥

tMU ). If they are equal, HA proceeds to check
whether tMU is larger than tlast.

c) If C = 0, HA searches IDMU that satisfies: 1) SID⊕
h(x) == h(IDMU ∥ x0); 2) the corresponding Cold

or Cnew is 0. If there exists such an IDMU , then
z = old or new, and it proceeds to the next step. If
C ̸= 0 and Cold or Cnew is equal to C, it sets z = old
or new; otherwise, it terminates.

d) If z = new, then Cold = Cnew, Cnew = PRNG(x0 ∥
h(IDMU ∥ IDHA)); if z = old, then Cnew =
PRNG(x0 ∥ h(IDMU ∥ IDHA)). HA computes
V2 = h(h(IDMU ∥ IDHA) ∥ IDFA ∥ x0 ∥ C),
E = KFH ⊕ h(IDMU ∥ IDHA) ⊕ h(x), S2 =
h(V2 ⊕ E ⊕KFH ⊕ y0) and tlast = tMU .

(4) HA → FA : m3 = {S2, V2, E}.
(5) After FA receives message m3 , it verifies S2

?
=

h(V2 ⊕ E ⊕ KFH ⊕ y0). If they are not equal, FA
terminates. Otherwise, FA computes the session key
skFA = h(E⊕KFH⊕x0⊕y0) and generates a temporary
digital certificate TCertu for MU .

(6) FA → MU : m4 = {y0, EskFA
(TCertu ∥ V2 ∥

IDFA)}.
(7) On receiving message m4, MU computes the session

key skMU = h(D ⊕ h(x) ⊕ x0 ⊕ y0), decrypts
EskFA

(TCertu ∥ V2 ∥ IDFA) with skMU and checks
whether V2 is equal to h(D ∥ IDFA ∥ x0 ∥ C). If they
are equal, the mobile user MU updates her index C =
PRNG(x0 ∥ D); otherwise, MU rejects.

D. Session key update phase and password change phase

To enhance the efficiency and security, while MU stays with
the same FA, the ith session key ski can be derived from
the unexpired previous secret knowledge and thus the number
of messages exchanged is kept as few as possible. To enable
periodical password change, password change phase is provided.
We skip the review of these two phases as they have little
relevance regarding our discussions.
Remark 1. There are some obscure mechanisms in Li et al.’s
scheme [14] which tend to be quite incomprehensible and



TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Symbol Description Symbol Description
MU mobile user x long-term symmetric key of HA
HA home agent KFH a pre-shared symmetric key between FA and HA
FA foreign agent p, q, n p and q are two larger prime numbers, and n = pq
A the adversary e, d e is a prime number and d is an integer, where ed = 1 mod (p− 1)(q − 1)
IDMU identity of mobile user MU ∥ the string concatenation operation
PWMU password of mobile user MU ⊕ the bitwise XOR operation
⇒ a secure channel E/D(·) symmetric encryption/decryption algorithm
→ a common channel h(·) collision free one-way hash function

even unreasonable. For example, in Step 2 of the registration
phase, “HA initializes Cnew and Cold to 0”; in Step 3 of the
authentication phase, “If z = new, then HA sets Cold = Cnew,
Cnew = PRNG(x0 ∥ h(IDMU ∥ IDHA)); if z = old, then
HA sets Cnew = PRNG(x0 ∥ h(IDMU ∥ IDHA))”. It is
unclear what on earth these operations are for. Moreover, the
variables C, Cnew, Cold and tlast only appear in the definition
of Li et al.’s scheme, and they have never been mentioned
in their later security analysis and performance evaluation. It
seems that these variables are introduced just to complicate
the protocol, incurring increased computation overhead and
unnecessary communication cost. This obscurity does not affect
our following cryptanalysis however.

III. CRYPTANALYSIS OF LI et al.’S SCHEME

Although Li et al.’s scheme [14] possesses many desirable
features such as local password update, fast reconnect and high
efficiency, it is completely insecure in the presence of an active
adversary. To show this, we present two practical attacks on it.

A. User anonymity violation attack

As with most related literature (e.g., [4], [5], [12], [13]),
the following two assumptions are explicitly made about the
capabilities of the adversary when Li et al. [14] analyzed the
security of their scheme: (1) A has total control over the
communication channel among the user MU , the foreign agent
FA and the home agent HA, which is consistent with the
common adversary model for distributed computing, called the
Dolev-Yao model; (2) A can break either the password factor
of the user by using a malicious card reader or the smart-card
factor of the user by side-channel attacks [15], [16], but not both
to avoid trivial case. With these two assumptions, the adversary
A, who is also a legitimate user of HA, can successfully breach
the claimed goal of user anonymity:
Step 1. Extracts h(x) from A’s own smart card, note that h(x)

is shared between HA and all its subscribers.
Step 2. Intercepts a login request message, say m1 = {SID,

V1, C, IDHA, x0, tMU}, sent by MU ;
Step 3. Guesses the value of IDMU to be ID∗

MU from a
dictionary space Did.

Step 4. Computes SID∗ = h(ID∗
MU ∥ x0) ⊕ h(x), where x0

is intercepted in Step 2.
Step 5. Verifies the correctness of ID∗

MU by checking if the
computed SID∗ is equal to the intercepted SID.

Step 6. Repeats the above Steps 3 ∼ 5 until the correct value
of IDMU is found.

To lunch the above attack, A only needs to reveal the secret
h(x) from her own smart card and to eavesdrop a single run

of the protocol, then she can offline guess the victim’s identity
without interacting with FA or HA. Note that, revealing data
from A’s own smart card is much easier than from MU ’s (lost)
smart card. In this regard, our attack is quite realistic.

Let |Did| denote the number of identities in Did. The running
time of our attack is O(|Did| ∗ (TH + TXOR)), where TH and
TXOR are the computation time for Hash operation and XOR
operation, respectively. As |Did| is very limited in practice, e.g.
|Did| ≤ |Dpw| ≤ 106 [17], [18], this attack can be completed in
seconds on a Laptop.

B. Offline password guessing attack

Offline password guessing attack is the most damaging threat
that a sound password-based protocol should be able to thwart
[19]. In this attack, the adversary records past communication
messages, and then offline search through the password dictio-
nary and look for a password that is consistent with the recorded
communication. As the password dictionary often is limited, it
is highly likely that the adversary will succeed.

Now let’s see how this attack could be successfully launched
with Li et al.’s scheme in place. In case a legitimate user MU ’s
smart card is somehow obtained (stolen or accidently picked up)
by A, and the stored secret u can be revealed by some means
(e.g., side-channel attacks [15], [16]). With the extracted u, A
can obtain MU ’s password PWMU as follows:

Step 1. Computes MU ’s identity IDMU as described in the
above section.

Step 2. Guesses MU ’s password to be PW ∗
MU from dictionary

space Dpw.
Step 3. Computes u∗ = h(IDMU∥IDHA)⊕PW ∗

MU . Note that
since A is a legitimate (but malicious) user, she knows
IDHA.

Step 4. Verifies the correctness of PW ∗
MU by checking if the

computed u∗ is equal to the extracted u.
Step 5. Repeats the above Steps 2 ∼ 4 until the correct value

of PWMU is found.
This attack reveals that, Li et al.’s protocol [14] is actually

not a two-factor scheme, for a compromise of a single factor
(i.e., the smart-card factor) will lead to the compromise of the
remaining factor (i.e., the password factor).

To gain an intuitive grasp of the effectiveness of the above
attack, we further obtain the running time for cryptographic
operations using the publicly-available cryptographic library
MIRACL [20], a multi-precision and rational arithmetic C/C++
library. We carry out experiments on Laptop PCs with different
computation power. For accuracy, each operation is repeated
for one thousand times. Table II lists the experimental data for
related operations on common Laptops.



TABLE II
COMPUTATION EVALUATION (IN MICROSECONDS) OF RELATED OPERATIONS

ON COMMON LAPTOP PCS

Experimental platform Hash operation TH Other lightweight operations
(common PCs) (SHA-1) (e.g., XOR and Concatenation )

Intel T5870 2.00 GHz 2.437 µs 0.011 µs
Intel i5750 2.66 GHz 1.980 µs 0.009 µs
Pentium IV 3.06 GHz 1.526 µs 0.008 µs

Let |Dpw| denote the number of passwords in Dpw. The
running time of the above attack procedure is O((TH+TXOR)∗
(|Did| + |Dpw|)). Consequently, the time for A to recover
MU ’s password is a linear function of the sum of |Did| and
|Dpw|. As |Did| and |Dpw| are very limited in practice, e.g.
|Did| ≤ |Dpw| ≤ 106 [17], [18], this attack can be completed in
5(≈ (2.437 µs+0.011 µs)∗2∗106) seconds on a common Laptop.

Remark 2. Privacy-preserving two-factor authentication
schemes have attracted considerable interest from the research
community, yet relatively little rationale has been uncovered.
We have reviewed more than one hundred recently proposed
schemes (some of our recent cryptanalysis results include [7],
[21]), and observed that all these two-factor schemes that do
not involve asymmetric-key operations on the user side are
invariably unable to preserve user anonymity. Quite recent
failures include [4], [22], [23]. We conjecture that the strategy
of only using symmetric-key techniques to achieve user
anonymity is intrinsically infeasible, and promote the formal
proof of this principle as one open problem.

IV. PROOF ANALYSIS AND SECURITY ENHANCEMENT

Generally speaking, a password-based protocol achieving
semantic security or the so-called “AKE security” [19] can
provide an acceptable level of security such as resistance
to offline password guessing attack, impersonation attack and
replay attack. Li et al.’s protocol [14] carries a claimed proof of
its semantic security, yet as we have shown, it is prone to offline
password guessing attack once the smart-card factor is broken.

Now a paradoxical question arises: How can a protocol that
was proved secure later was found to be insecure? To answer
this question, we investigate into the formal security proof of Li
et al.’s protocol. After figuring out the fundamental flaw in their
reasoning of the proof, we suggest an enhancement to overcome
the identified security defects.

A. Flaw in Li et al.’s security proof

The security model adopted by Li et al. is based on the work
of Zhou-Xu [12], while the latter is essentially a variant of the
random oracle model introduced by Bellare et al. [19]. The
common basic idea that lies behind a proof in the random oracle
model is: 1) Taking any hash function as an oracle which outputs
a random value for each new query; 2) Exploiting A to construct
adversaries for each of the underlying cryptographic primitives
(e.g., computational Diffie-Hellman assumption and large integer
factorization assumption) in such a way that if A manages to
break protocol P , then at least one of these adversaries manages
to solve an underlying primitive. Since these primitives are
widely considered computationally hard problems, no adversary
can succeed in breaking any one of them in polynomial time
and hence the protocol remains secure.

The tactic employed by Li et al. to prove semantic security
of the session key is similar to that of [24], in which the goal
is accomplished through a series of hybrid experiments Expn
(n = 0, 1, 2, 3), starting with the real attack Exp0 and ending
in an experiment Exp3 where A’s advantage is 0, and for
which we can bound the difference in A’s advantage between
any two consecutive experiments. This yields a bound on the
adversary’s advantage when attacking the original protocol P .
Though a sequence of experiments are incrementally defined in
[14], yet, there is no cryptographic primitive for A to break at
all! Without a cryptographic primitive (which is computationally
hard) embedded, the proof is destined to fail.

Let us investigate into their reasoning of the proof and see
where the flaw lies. Li et al. defined Exp3 as “if A can correctly
guess SID, V1,HMAC , S2 and V2, then the connection is
aborted”, and stated that ∆2 = |Pr[Exp3]−Pr[Exp2]| ≤ qsend

|Dpw| ,
where qsend stands for the number of on-line attacks launched
by A. However, the user anonymity violation attack described
in Sec. III implies that ∆2 = |Pr[Exp3]−Pr[Exp2]| = 1 which
is non-negligible, because once A has obtained MU ’s identity
IDMU , she can compute skMU = h(h(IDMU∥IDHA)⊕h(x)⊕
x0 ⊕ y0)), where IDHA, x0, y0 are intercepted from the open
channel and h(x) is extracted from any legitimate user’s (or A’s
own) smart card. Therefore, the proof is invalid. Similarly, Li et
al.’s proof for user anonymity fails, too.
Remark 3. Once again, our attacks demonstrate that having
a formal security model and designing a “provably secure”
protocol in that model is no panacea for assuring security. In
the case of Li et al.’s work, the failure of their proof is mainly
due to the lack of a rigorous security reduction. Actually, either
a non-tight security reduction, though which are reasoned in
a well defined model, or an insufficient security model, which
do not capture all the realistic capabilities of the adversary,
can render the seemingly sound proof entirely meaningless in
practice. Many schemes are armed with a formal model, but they
fail to achieve the claimed security goals and need to be fixed
[25]–[27]. This highlights the important role that old-fashioned
cryptanalysis continues to play in establishing confidence in the
security of a cryptographic protocol, and suggests that special
attention shall be given to the tightness of reduction argument.

B. An improved scheme

The inherent flaw revealed in Li et al.’s security proof supports
“the public-key principle” [21] that two-factor protocols, which
do not involve public-key operations but assume the non-tamper
resistance of smart cards, are intrinsically unable to resist offline
password guessing attack. Consequently, the right way to tackle
the identified defects in [14] is to resort to public-key techniques.
This will unavoidablely lose some efficiency.

Since the home/foreign agents (e.g., access points) are com-
paratively more powerful than the smart cards used by the mobile
users, the mobile networks are typically imbalanced networks.
Inspired by the work of Zhu et al. [28], we proposed an
enhancement that exploits the computational imbalance of RSA
encryption technique, in which the encryption operation on the
user side usually incurs much less computation cost than that of
the decryption operation on the home/foreign agents, to enhance
protocol security while maintaining acceptable efficiency for the
mobile devices. The notations used are listed in Table I.



1) Registration phase: The home agent HA generates two
large primes p and q and computes n = pq, then selects a prime
number e and an integer d, such that ed = 1 mod (p−1)(q−1).
Finally, HA publishes n and e, while p, q and d are kept secret.
Generally, e is recommended to be a small value, e.g. e = 3 or
65537 [29] to increase efficiency. Whenever a mobile user MU
enrolls in HA, the following steps are involved:

(1) MU chooses her identity IDMU , password PWMU .
(2) MU ⇒ HA : {IDMU , PWMU}.
(3) HA selects a random number XMU ∈R Z∗

p, sets Treg to
be the current timestamp and computes KMU =
h(IDMU∥IDHA∥XMU∥h(d)∥Treg), u = PWMU⊕
KMU . Then HA stores (IDMU , XMU , Treg). Note that,
Treg is used for revoking lost smart cards and HA
chooses the value of XMU corresponding to each user to
make sure KMU is unique for each user.

(4) HA ⇒ MU : A smart card with data {IDHA, u, n, e} .

2) Login phase: When MU roams into a foreign network
managed by a foreign agent FA, she authenticates herself to
FA to show that she is a subscriber of her home agent HA.

(1) MU inserts her smart card into a card reader and inputs
her identity IDMU , password PWMU .

(2) The smart card generates a random number r ∈R Z∗
p, reads

current timestamp tMU , and computes x0 = re mod n,
KMU = u ⊕ PWMU , SID = IDMU⊕ h(r∥tMU ) and
V1 = h(SID ∥ KMU ∥ r ∥ tMU ).

(3) MU → FA : m1 = {SID, V1, IDHA, x0, tMU}.

3) Mutual authentication phase:
(1) On receiving m1, FA checks the freshness of tMU by

checking tFA − tMU ≤ △T1, where tFA is the current
time of FA and ∇T1 is the permissible time interval for
the transmission delay between FA and its users. If tMU

is invalid, FA rejects.
(2) FA generates a random number y0, computes Hmac =

h(y0 ∥ IDFA ∥ KFH ∥ V1∥tFA∥tMU ), where KFH is a
pre-shared symmetric key between FA and HA.

(3) FA → HA : m2 = {m1, y0,Hmac, IDFA, tFA}.
(4) Upon receiving m2, HA performs the following steps:

a) HA checks the freshness of tFA by checking tHA −
tFA ≤ △T2, where tHA is the current time of HA and
∇T2 is the permissible time interval for a transmission
delay between HA and the foreign agents. If tFA is
invalid, HA rejects.

b) HA retrieves KFH according to IDFA and checks
Hmac

?
= h(y0 ∥ IDFA ∥ KFH ∥ V1∥tFA∥tMU ). If

they are not equal, HA terminates.
c) HA decrypts x0 to obtain r, computes IDMU =

SID⊕h(r∥tMU ), and retrieves XMU , Treg according
to IDMU from its backend database. HA com-
putes KMU = h(IDMU∥IDHA∥XMU∥h(d)∥Treg)

and checks whether V1
?
= h(SID ∥ KMU ∥ r ∥

tMU ). If they are not equal, HA rejects.
d) HA computes V2 = h(IDMU ∥ IDHA ∥ IDFA

∥r∥tHA), E1 = EKFH (h(r∥y0)), and S2 =
h(IDFA∥V2∥E1∥tHA).

(5) HA → FA : m3 = {S2, V2, E1, tHA}.
(6) After FA receives message m3 , it checks the freshness of

tHA by checking t′FA−tHA ≤ △T2, where t′FA is current

time of FA, and verifies S2
?
= h(IDFA∥V2∥E1∥tHA).

If either check fails, FA terminates. Otherwise, FA
computes the session key skFA = h(h(r∥y0)∥tMU∥t′FA)
and generates a temporary certificate TCertu for MU .

(7) FA → MU : m4 = {y0, EskFA
(TCertu ∥ V2 ∥

IDFA), t
′
FA}.

(8) On receiving message m4, MU checks the freshness of
t′FA by checking t′MU − t′FA ≤ △T1, where t′MU is cur-
rent time of MU . MU computes the session key skMU =
h(h(r∥y0)∥tMU∥t′FA), decrypts EskFA

(TCertu ∥ V2 ∥
IDFA) with skMU and checks whether V2 is equal to
h(IDMU ∥ IDHA ∥ IDFA ∥ r∥tHA). The equality
indicates the successful mutual authentication between
MU , FA and HA.

4) Session key update phase and password change phase:
The session key update phase is the same with that of Li et al.’s
scheme. As for the password change phase, we emphasize that
MU has to interact with HA to update her password, for a recent
study [21] points out that schemes that enable securely local
password update are definitely vulnerable to offline password
guessing attack. Hence, in the improved scheme, MU needs
first to be authenticated by HA by performing the login phase
and authentication phase, then the password can be changed by
updating u with u⊕ PW old

MU ⊕ PWnew
MU in the card memory.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND EFFICIENCY EVALUATION

A. Security analysis

As the improved scheme is based on Li et al.’s scheme, we
only demonstrate that it can meet the missing security goals.

Proposition 1: Our scheme can achieve user anonymity.
Proof: Firstly, let us show that user identity-protection can

be preserved. There are only two protocol transcripts, i.e. SID
and V2, that contain the information about IDMU . In the login
request m1, IDMU is concealed in SID = IDMU ⊕h(r∥tMU ),
where r = xd

0 mod n. As only HA knows the private key d, there
is no way for A to recover IDMU from SID. Besides, deriving
IDMU from V2 = h(IDMU ∥ IDHA ∥ IDFA∥r∥tHA) is also
intractable since h(·) is a secure hash function (e.g. SHA-1 [30]).

Secondly, let us show that user un-traceability can be
preserved. Suppose that A has intercepted all the protocol
transcripts {m1,m2,m3,m4} and extracted the parameters
{IDHA, u, n, e} in her own smart card. Then, A may try to
retrieve any user-specific static element from these transcripts
to identify MU , but m1,m2,m3, and m4 are all session-
variant and indeed random strings due to the randomness of r.
Accordingly, without knowledge of the random number r, the
adversary will have to solve the large integer factorization
problem to retrieve the correct value of IDMU from SID or
KMU from V1, while IDMU and KMU are the only user-
specific static elements in the protocol transcripts.

Proposition 2: Our scheme can withstand offline password
guessing attack even if the victim’s smart card is lost.

Proof: Suppose that A has intercepted MU ’s protocol
transcripts {m1,m2,m3,m4} and extracted the data {IDHA,
u, n, e} in MU ’s lost smart card. Even after gathering such
information, without the knowledge of XMU or d, A has to
either break the hash function h(·) or solve the large integer
factorization problem to guess PWMU . In this way, our scheme
resists against offline password guessing attack.



TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG RELATED SCHEMES

Related schemes Computation cost Resistance to User
on user side known attacks anonymity

Li et al.(2013) [14] 5TH + 1TS × ×
Isawa-Morii(2012) [22] 7TH + 3TS × [21] ×
He et al.(2011) [4] 10TH + 2TS × [31] ×
Zhou-Xu(2011) [12] 2TE + 5TH + 2TS × [14] X
Xu et al.(2011) [13] 2TE + 3TH + 1TS × [31] X
Our improved scheme 1TSE + 4TH + 1TS X X
Note: ×[x] means the corresponding scheme fails to meet some security goal(s), and
the defect(s) is uncovered by the reference [x]. The schemes in [4], [22] are prone to a
similar user anonymity violation attack as described in Sec. III.

B. Performance evaluation
We mainly evaluate the efficiency of the login and authenti-

cation phases, since these two phases are the main part of an
authentication scheme and are executed much more frequently
than the other phases. The results about the cryptographic
primitives that are involved in these two phases of our scheme
and other five latest schemes [4], [4], [13], [14], [22] are
summarized in Table III, where TE , TSE , TH , TS denote the time
complexity for exponentiation, small-exponent exponentiation,
hash function, and symmetric encryption/decryption, respective-
ly. Other lightweight operations (e.g., XOR) are not taken into
account. Particularly, we focus on the numbers of cryptographic
operations that MU needs to perform, because mobile devices
usually are low-powered devices and thus computation cost at
the user end is always regarded as a key criteria.

It is worth noting that the small-exponent exponentiation
operation is much less costly as compared to the common
exponentiation operation, i.e. TSE << TE . For example, Scott et
al. [32] reported that, when the small-exponent e is set to 216+1
(and |n| = 1024 bit), one such small-exponent exponentiation
only takes 5.384 milliseconds on a 32-bit 36MHz RISC MIPS-
based smart card, while one common exponentiation costs
0.14 seconds. In a nutshell, our scheme maintains reasonable
efficiency and is well suited to mobile environments.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have revisited Li et al.’s scheme and
shown that, despite being equipped with a claimed proof of
provable security, this scheme fails to preserve user anonymity
and suffers from offline password guessing attack. To explicate
this seemingly paradoxical situation, we have investigated into Li
et al.’s security proof and uncovered the flaw in the reasoning of
the proof. We further presented an improved scheme to cope with
the identified security defects without sacrificing any desirable
feature of the original scheme. We conjecture that the strategy of
only using symmetric-key techniques to achieve user anonymity
is intrinsically infeasible, and pose its rigorous justification as
one interesting (and fundamental) open problem.
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